Aircraft Occurrences October 2016
Statistics reflect accident information entered into the computer by the Accident and Investigation Office and are current as of the date of this document. The data herein is dynamic and is therefore subject to change due to updated information.

Accident ref

Date of Occ

Aircraft

Registration

Province

Area of Occurrence

Fatalities

Circumstances

Type

CA18/2/3/9569

07 October 16

Cessna

Type of
Operation

ZS-MPF

NW

172M

Approximately 40m

0

from the ODI

The pilot informed FAGC tower that he was experiencing an engine failure and then

Hire and fly

decided to divert to ODI raceway/airstrip at North West for an emergency landing

raceway

CA18/2/3/9570

08 October 16

Cessna

ZS-KNV

LIMPOPO

210N

CA18/2/3/9571

13 October 16

Robinson

ZS-PWF

NW

R44

CA18/2/3/9574

13 October 16

Piper PA-28-

16 October 16

Phoebus

0

side, which then picked up the right wing after which the aircraft veered off to the left of the

aerodrome

runway

Wagensboomkop

At about 20 minutes into the flight, the helicopter collided with Eskom power lines

Game capture

ZS-FAI

KZN

Near Jozini dam in

2

ZU-FAI, a Piper PA-28-235 aircraft was reported to have crashed under unknown

Unknown

KwaZulu.

ZS-PYC

WC

Mountainous area

circumstances in the vicinity of Jozini near Mozambique border

0

Robinson

ZS-HAV

LIMPOPO

R44

15nm North West of

25 October 16

Cameron A-

28 October 16

Bantam

the collective with the intention to recover, without success

Game counting

Louis Trichardt

ZS-HAH

NW

415

CA18/2/3/9581

Private flight

During the turn the low revolutions per minute (RPM) warning sounded, the pilot lowered
0

Bushy terrain on a
CA18/2/3/9577

The pilot experienced severe turbulence, causing severe nose up and down attitudes
during flight.

On a game farm
24 October 16

Private flight

0

Glider

CA18/2/3/9578

Before touch down, the pilot unexpectedly experienced a gusty wind from the right hand

Nylstroom

farm

235

CA18/2/3/9575

Runway 10 at

farm to the south of

On approached to landing zone they encountered a gust of wind, which dragged the
1

Buffelspoort dam

ZU-FVT

Mozambique/OB

B22J

Sabie Game Park in

basket over rocky terrain for approximately 300m and they came to rest as they impacted

Commercial

with the trees

0

After take-off the engine started running rough

Private flight

bushy terrain
On landing, the pilot heard the tail guard scratching and then it felt as if the left tyre was

CA18/3/2/1149

28 October 16

Mooney M20

ZS-CBD

FS

Runway 01 to the

0

left at FATP

flat. He used rudder and brakes to try and keep the aircraft in the runway but it veered off

Acceptance flight

to the left and came to a stop.
The police received a telephone call from a farmer at farm Dennegeur who informed them

CA18/2/3/9579

31 October 16

Piper PA-25-

ZS-TDO

WC

260

Mountainous terrain

1

in Keerboskloof

that workers on the farm saw an light aircraft that was flying in the direction of the mountain

Unknown

they observed it while it was turning, they then heard a loud noise associated with the
impact of the aircraft and then they observed smoke.

CA18/2/3/9580

31 October 16

Cessna
C172

083 461 4887
aiidinbox@caa.co.za
Last date of update: 13 December 2016

V5-DAA

GP

Runway 25 at
Lanseria

0

As the aircraft touched down a big gust of wind blew from the west, the right hand wing
and the right wheel went up

Ferry flight

